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Stellingen

1.

Het verbieden van de handel in ivoor zal op längere termijn niet leiden tot grotere
aantallen olifanten (dit proefschrift).

2.

Het verbod op de commerciële walvisvaart kan met economische argumenten prima
verdedigd worden (dit proefschrift). Het afschaffen van dit verbod ook (Bülte and
van Kooten

(1997), Environmental valuation and declining marginal Utility of

preservation:

the case of the minke whale in the Northeast Atlantic,

University of

British Columbia, Discussion paper).
3.

Omdat er nog veel onduidelijkheid bestaat over de "optimale hoeveelheid" tropisch
regenbos, is de voortdurende klaagzang over het tempo waarmee dit bostype
verdwijnt op zijn minst voorbarig.

4.

Investeren in teakhout-plantages doet men met name voor de gemoedsrust; de
portefeuille en tropische regenbossen hebben er minder baat bij (Bülte en van Soest,
ESB 4093, bit.

5.

132-134)

Als het hoofdstuk over de "No-Ponzi-game condition" tijdig in het Albanees was
vertaald, dan had men veel narigheid kunnen voorkomen (Blanchard and Fisher
(1989), Lectures on Macroeconomics,

Cambridge: MIT Press)

6.

Gegeven het feit dat per defmitie de steady state van een niet-lineair systeem nooit
bereikt wordt, is alle aandacht voor dit fenomeen in de tekstboeken wat overdreven.

7.

Risico-aversie is aanmerkelijk ingewikkelder dan economen over het algemeen
veronderstellen; dit kan afgeleid worden uit de observatie dat promovendi soms
geen back up van het proefschrift maken, terwijl ze zieh wel zorgen maken over
eventuele gevolgen van de aantasting van milieu en natuurlijke hulpbronnen.

8.

De Nederlandse overheid heeft met de overgang van een "rationeel" naar een
"biologisch visstandsbeheer" in 1993 een kortzichtig beleid gevoerd, waarmee
zowel vissers als natuurbeschermers een siechte dienst is bewezen.

9.

Intelligentie is voor 50% het denkvermogen dat iemand heeft, en voor 50% dat wat
men denkt dat die persoon heeft.

10.

Het huidige AIO-systeem is er beter in geslaagd om intelligente dan om slimme
Studenten aan te trekken.

11.

Veel economen bakken lucht, niet in de laatste plaats omdat de schoorsteen moet
roken.

12.

Ondanks de rake typering van Paul Theroux ("toeristen weten niet waar ze geweest
zijn, reizigers weten niet waar ze heen gaan") is het verschil tussen toeristen en
reizigers vele malen kleiner dan laatstgenoemden ooit willen toegeven.

13.

14.

De oude Patagonische geneeswijze van schapenschurft (als volgt beschreven door
Bruce Chatwin "stop een suikerklontje in het schaap zijn bek en zuig hem onder
zijn staart tot het zoet smaakt") zal in Nederland eerder op verzet van dierenartsen
dan van tandartsen stuiten.
Niets is zo kleingeestig als het coûte que coûte vermijden van elke schijn van
burgerlijkheid.
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PREFACE
This thesis is an overview of my work during the past four years in the field
of renewable resource management. Much of this work has been co-authored,
and I would like to thank my co-authors (some of which have become good
friends) in this preface first. In alphabetical order, I am grateful to (without
implicating) Dick Brazee, Arlene Ells, Henk Folmer, Wim Heijman, Rick
Horan, Kees van Kooten, Joost Pennings, Jim Shortle and (last but not least)
Daan van Soest for their support and the insights they shared with me.
Obviously, I owe special thanks to my promotor Henk Folmer, who, among
many other things, convinced me that finishing the NAKE program was in my
best interest, and my supervisor Wim Heijman. Considering everything, I
think it is fair to conclude that we had a pleasant time, without appreciable
crises along the way. Further, many thanks to my former colleagues at the
Department of General Economics and my new colleagues at the Department
of Development Economics for their good-fellowship and all sorts of (technical) assistance. I also want to thank the Foundation LEB fonds, Shell
Reisfonds, NWO-SIR fonds, Canadian FRDA Contribution Agreement No.
H6.0-14-001, Geelen Consultancy and USIA (United States

Information

Agency) for financial support. Spending some time abroad was both stimulating and instructive. Finally, I am more than grateful to my friends, family
and especially Marese for enduring and encouraging me along the way
(although, of course, without some of these people this book would have been
finished for quite some time).
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction
Renewable resource management has received ample attention in

recent years, stimulated by growing awareness that many natural resources
are wasted, unsustainably exploited or deteriorating because the environment
in which they regenerate gets increasingly polluted. For example, it is
estimated that tropical forests disappeared at a pace of approximately

15

million hectares per annum, corresponding to about 0.8% of the stock per
year, during the eighties (FAO 1993). Many people believe this to be a cause
of great concern for a variety of reasons, among which potential loss of
biodiversity and (local) climate regulatory functions, and the threat it implies
to the way of life and survival of those millions of people who traditionally
depend on forests for food and shelter. While tropical deforestation is mainly
a matter of agricultural conversion and much less of commercial logging,
logging does have an important impact on loss of forest habitat in temperate
zones. Harvesting big trees in old growth forests in, for example, Canada and
the U . S . , is hotly debated.
The national and international conflicts over dwindling fish stocks are
another example of a highly-valued resource under pressure. The estimated
herring stock in the North sea in 1996 amounts to approximately 500 thousand
tons, which is way below optimum biological and economic stock levels
(Bjorndal 1988), and may be in the vicinity of the rninimum viable population
(the mimmum stock that is required for long-run population survival for
biological reasons). The North sea herring stock serves as an illustrative
example for many more species at many more locations. With ongoing
depletion of marine resources the way of life and incomes of many people and
communities that historically depend on fisheries will be affected in the near
future (see, e.g. Weber 1995).
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While all of this may seem dramatic, it should be recognized that
refraining from consuming an overexploited renewable resource for a long
enough period of time implies (under some conditions) that this stock or
population is allowed to recover. History provides us with some examples of
successful resource recuperation after extensive periods of overexploitation.
These examples include some severely depleted whale populations, harvested
for meat, blubber and tradition (see chapter 6) and the African elephant,
hunted in the seventies and eighties mainly for ivory (see chapter 5). A
moratorium on commercial whaling and a trade ban on elephant products
were implemented in 1986 and 1990 respectively, and triggered off recovery
of the resources. On the other hand, one should not count on the regenerative
abilities of nature. Recovery may be impossible or extremely slow in a
deteriorated environment or if the stock is depleted to a level below the
minimum viable population, as noted above. An additional problem may arise
when recovery does not constitute mere biomass increment (as in commercial
fisheries) but restoration of the original ecosystem and all of its complexities.
For the latter reason, it is sometimes assumed that harvesting primary tropical
forests and old growth forests in temperate regions basically boils down to
exploiting a non-renewable resource: even though new trees will soon take the
place of those harvested, it may take a long time before nature has shaped the
ecosystem to its original form.
In this thesis I will discuss some economic aspects of renewable
resource management, among which the rationale behind overexploitation and
what economic wisdom suggests to overcome these problems. In general,
economics is concerned with the question how to allocate scarce resources
among competing uses, where such uses may be identical activities temporally
separated.

Traditionally,

economists have regarded natural resources

as

factors of production with some characteristics (e.g. they must be "produced"
and yield productive services over time), which make them rather similar to
capital. More recently, it is recognized that in situ stocks of natural resources
may also be sources of non-use values, or use values not directly related to
exploitation, such as recreation. This has made economic models more
complex, but richer. Before I turn to a discussion of some of these models in
chapter 2, I will introduce in this chapter the concepts of

efficiency,

sustainability and social discounting. First, however, a brief introduction to
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the classical theory of exhaustible resource management will be provided in
the next section. The reasons for this digression are twofold. First, conceptually, exhaustible resource exploitation provides a natural starting point for
the economic analysis of renewable resource management. Second, many of
the relevant conclusions and insights derived from studying non-renewable
resource utilization spill over to renewable resource management.

1.2

Hotelling style models
Natural resources are commonly divided into resources capable of

regenerating themselves, such as fish populations and trees as referred to
above, and those that are not, such as oil and coal. The distinguishing feature
here is the time required for reproduction of the resource. Non-renewable (or
exhaustible) resources may be produced by geological processes measured at
an evolutionary time scale, whereas renewable resources reproduce and grow
at a rate that enables sustainable exploitation by humans. The distinction
between renewable and exhaustible resources is blurred because the first
category is easily over-exploited and depleted, such that actual renewal is no
longer possible.
In addition to these two types of natural resources, there are resources
such as solar radiation and the ability of the environment to absorb nonpersistent pollution, that may be assumed constant flow resources. The main
feature is that use of the resource at one particular point in time will not
affect the amount that can be used in the future (that is, as long as possible
critical loads are not exceeded). In contrast, with exhaustible resources,
current exploitation implies foregoing benefits of exploitation at any future
time, and with renewable resources, current exploitation of a unit of biomass
rules out future harvesting of this unit and possible offspring or growth. This
issue is at the core of the field of natural resource economics, where natural
resources are considered capital assets. Allowing a renewable resource stock
to grow is investing in future harvesting possibilities, whereas decreasing the
stock size is interpreted as disinvesting. Rational decision making with respect
to resource management requires an intertemporal comparison of marginal

4
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costs and benefits of exploitation. For the case of non-renewable resources,
the economic approach will be discussed in this section.
In his seminal paper, Hotelling (1931) mathematically

solved the

question of how to allocate a stock of a non-renewable resource over time,
such that social welfare from exploitation is maximized (see also Heijman
1991). After decades of negligence, renewed attention in the 1970s and 1980s,
that was partially provoked by the oil crises and the linkages between resource
extraction and environmental

problems, further

developed the depletion

theme. This has resulted in more general models with less stringent assumptions.
As mentioned above, the implication of extracting and consuming a
unit of a limited stock of a non-renewable resource today implies that less of
the resource is available for future consumption. This means that current
extraction involves an opportunity cost; that is the value that might have been
obtained at some future date. Efficient use of exhaustible resources implies
that this cost, which is usually referred to as rent, is taken into account. This
implies that to maximize welfare, society should consume its stock of nonrenewable resources in a way that is more conservative than consumption of
ordinary goods, where marginal utility should equal marginal production
costs.
The central issue of intertemporally efficient allocation of a stock of a
non-renewable resource concerns the development of rent over time. Under
the standard Hotelling assumptions, notably (i) a given and known stock X,
(ii) extraction costs independent of the stock size, and (iii) marginal extraction
costs independent of the extraction rate, the optimal control problem for
society as a whole can be written as:

(1)

subject to:

Economies of Renewable Resources
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X(t) = F(X(t),y{f),t)

=

(2)

-y(t)

and
y(t)

(3)

> 0 , X(t) > 0.

where £/(•) is the instantaneous utility of consumption of the resource;

1

y(t)

represents exploitation (and consumption) at t; C is (fixed) exploitation costs;
r is the discount rate; and X(t), as mentioned above, indicates the size of the
resource stock at time t. The dot over any variable (here over X) indicates a
change in time, hence F(-) is a function that describes the change of the state
variable over time. The current model specification without "growth" of the
resource or new discoveries implies that the change of the stock is due to
exploitation only. Finally, it is obvious that neither extraction rates nor the
total stock in situ can take negative values.
The current value Lagrangian is defined as (see Chiang 1992; Kamien
and Schwartz 1994):
L

e

= U(y(t))

- C - \(t)y(t)

+ ^(t)X(t)

+

ix (f)y(t).
2

(4)

This current value Lagrangian includes the inequality constraints and is an
augmented version of the current value Hamiltonian [H = ï/(y(r))-C-X(0;y(r)]
c

that will mainly be employed in successive chapters. The necessary conditions
for a maximum solution are as follows:

It is quite well possible to question conventional, mainstream economics for its naive
assumption of maximizing simple utility functions or discounted social welfare functions. Taylor
(1996) and many others have pointed out that there is no such thing as societal consensus on
either environmental or economic questions - the degree of class and distributional conflict in any
real economy rules out such accord: "The state itself may be autonomous, a creature of conflictridden civil society, or something in between. In none of these cases is the "objective" of state
policy likely to resemble a neoclassical social welfare function" (Taylor, 1996). This matter is
further developed in chapter 8 of this thesis.
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(y(0)

X(f) =

X(f) + ii (f)

(5)

0

2

(6)

r\(t)

0,

n (t)y(t)

(7)

0,

2

and the equation of motion [i.e., eq. (2)] again. The subscript y or X indicates
a partial derivative with respect to that variable. First, equation (7) is the
Kuhn-Tucker conditions. For an interior solution [i.e., y(t) and x(t) positive],
it follows from (7) that the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers ^ and n should be zero
2

(Kamien and Schwartz 1994). In what follows in these introductory chapters it
is assumed that an optimal interior solution exists, hence these multipliers are
neglected.
Equation (5), the first condition of optimal depletion, is that the rent
(or opportunity cost) X(?) equals marginal utility of current consumption plus a
Kuhn-Tucker multiplier. \(t)

is the co-state variable that reflects a shadow

price; the change in the optimal value of the objective function corresponding
to a small change in the constraint. The interpretation of this condition is that
the Lagrangian is maximized if the rate of extraction is such that the net
current gain in utility from extraction is just balanced by the discounted future
losses.
The second optimality condition, equation (6), describes the efficient
rent path over time. For an interior solution (n

:

= 0), it states that the

shadow price should grow at the rate of interest, or equivalently that the
present value of a unit extracted must be the same in all periods. This makes
economic sense. Resources in the ground can be considered capital assets, and
efficient use of assets implies that there can be no gain in shifting from one
asset to another. Hence, the return must be the same for all. Therefore, rent
should rise at the rate of interest in order for producers to be indifferent to the
timing of extraction and in order for in situ reserves to be competitive asset
holdings (Solow 1974).
The Hotelling rule thus implies that the shadow price increases exponentially

over time.

Hence,

if demand

is stable,

exploitation

declines
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monotonically over time and, ultimately, declines to zero.
(5) yields \=U"y.

2

Differentiating

Combining this result with the Hotelling rule gives:

m

=

(8)

_£

y(t)

3

V

where t\ is the elasticity of marginal utility of consumption (indicating the
curvature of the utility function), which equals -(ylf'/U )
1

> 0. Hence, along

an optimal depletion path satisfying the optimal conditions for optimal
depletion, the rate at which consumption y falls over time is equal to the ratio
of the discount rate and the elasticity of marginal utility of consumption (Heal
1993). The higher the discount rate and/or the lower the elasticity of marginal
utility, the more unequal the distribution of the given stock over different
generations.

4

To check whether the maximum principle conditions are both necessary and sufficient for a maximum solution, the Arrow sufficiency theorem can
be applied [see Chiang (1992) for a discussion, and Kamien and Schwartz
(1994) for a proof]. This comes down to checking whether the maximized
Hamiltonian [substitute the optimal values of the control variable y in the

2

But only asymptotically if the demand curve does not intersect the price axis at a finite

price. Then exhaustion does not occur in finite time.
3

Assume that U(y) is strictly concave.

T h e relationship between the interest rate and extraction may be not as simple as assumed
in this model, because other than pure asset management considerations may play a role. In these
models capital costs, capacity investment and adjustment costs are not explicitly included. As
argued by Toman and Walls (1995) this is an unfortunate omission since resource industries are
highly capital intensive. Lassere (1985) demonstrated that relaxing the assumption of fully
malleable and costlessly, instantaneously adjustable capital may considerably alter the predictions
of the standard model (Toman and Walls 1995). In particular, output may grow and rents may
decline when extraction capacity is being built up. Capital costs can also affect marginal
extraction costs. If capital is a necessary input in the exploitation process, high discount rates can
well be expected to increase extraction costs and hence reduce extraction rates (Sweeney, 1993).
Finally, Farzin (1984) developed a resource-substitute model that explicitly allows for the need of
capital in both extraction of the resource and production of a substitute. He showed that the
allocative effect of a change in the discount rate depends on capital requirements for the
development and production of the substitute, on capital costs in resource extraction, and on the
size of the resource stock.
4
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(current value) Hamiltonian: H*(x,\,t)]

is concave in x for any given X (i.e.,

the second derivative of the maximized Hamiltonian with respect to x should
be non-negative). When the objective function [/(•) and the right hand side of
the equation of motion F(-) are both concave in (x,y) and X > 0 , then the
current value Hamiltonian f/+XF is also concave in {x,y), and the conditions
of the maximum principle are sufficient for a global maximum. However, the
(current value) Hamiltonian can be concave in x even if U and F are not
concave in (x,y).
Explicitly solving for optimal depletion paths implies that starting and
end-point conditions should be specified.

For this purpose transversality

conditions are employed (see Chiang 1992 for an overview of different
conditions reflecting different assumptions with respect to the problem at
hand). In this thesis and elsewhere in the literature on renewable resource it is
often assumed that the terminal time can be fixed at infinity. This eliminates
the transversality condition and allows the solution to reach a steady state
(Hanley et al. 1997).
Hotelling demonstrated that the optimal rate of exploitation for firms
with perfect foresight in a competitive industry is the same as the optimal rate
of exploitation for a benevolent social planner. The reason is that the marginal
utility curve applied by the planner is the demand curve that the industry
faces. The market forces of supply and demand ensure that Hotelling's rule
will apply. If, for instance, current supply were excessive, prices would go
down and resource owners would be reluctant to supply until future periods,
thereby restoring equilibrium (for details and intuition, see, for instance,
Hotelling 1931; Solow 1974; Fisher 1981; or Hartwick and Olewiler 1986).
Yet, there are at least three reasons to suspect why in practice optimal
depletion may deviate for firms and society. First, the discount rate applied
by firms and society as a whole may differ; second, extraction of resources
may involve external effects; and third, property rights may be ill defined. I
will return to these issues later.
The assumptions of the basic Hotelling model (constant marginal
extraction costs, a fixed resource stock etc.) are very restrictive, and the
implications of relaxing them have been explored by many researchers in
recent decades. It is beyond the purpose of this section to discuss these
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extensions in detail. Instead, I will mention some major findings in a nontechnical manner.
A first and obvious elaboration is incorporating the effect of cumulative extraction, such that extraction costs are a function of the in situ stock:
C=C(X)

(e.g. Schulze 1974; Weinstein and Zeckhauser 1975; Levhari and

Liviatan 1977; Devarajan and Fisher 1981; Sweeney 1993). In theory,

C

x

could have a positive sign (this could happen when resource owners "learn by
doing", and gradually lower their marginal extraction costs as the stock is
depleted), but most often it is assumed that Q is negative. Hence, the smaller
the in situ stock, the higher extraction costs, for example because costs rise
when the mine gets deeper.
When a reduction in the stock has the effect of increasing future
extraction costs, then holding the resource in the ground and not reducing the
stock provides a dividend in the form of cost savings in the

